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Abstract

Computational models are employed to analyze residual chemical stresses arising from compositional
variations in europium-doped BaBrCl crystals grown by the vertical Bridgman method. We find that signif-
icant chemical stress is produced by radial segregation of Eu in this system. In particular, the distribution
of normal stresses is set by the radial concentration gradient, whose changing sign produces surface states
in tension or compression. Crack opening from surface flaws will be promoted or suppressed by tensile or
compressive surface stresses, respectively. Thus, crystal growth processing strategies that change the radial
dopant concentration gradients are posited to affect the propensity for cracking. For this system, surface
stresses are changed from states of tension to compression when the growth rate is increased, thus improving
the chances to avoid cracking—a strategy that defies classical wisdom that dictates slower growth to im-
prove outcomes. Similar strategies affecting segregation may prove beneficial to tailor chemical stress fields
to reduce cracking in other crystal growth systems.

Keywords: A1. Computer simulation; A1. Chemical stress; A1. Convection; A1. Segregation; A2.
Bridgman technique; B2. Scintillator materials

1. Introduction and Background

Barium bromochloride, doped with europium (BaBrCl:Eu), is a good scintillator crystal for X-ray and

gamma-ray detection [1–3]. In previous studies, we have applied energy-resolved neutron radiography to

image, in real time and in situ, the vertical gradient freeze growth of BaBrCl:Eu [4, 5]. Following this

work, we employed computational models to analyze the mechanisms that were responsible for the observed

interface shape evolution and solute segregation in this experiment [6]. In related work on assessing the

challenges for crystal growth of BaBrCl:Eu, Bourret et al. [2, 7] identified cracking as a potential problem

that could affect the production of this material. In fact, halide scintillators are unusually prone to cracking

and resultant yield losses [8].

Cracking is a complicated phenomenon that is neither well understood nor well studied for many crystal

growth systems. Brice [9] presented one of the earliest of analyses of cracking of brittle, Czochralski-grown
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crystals by thermal effects and derived scaling laws meant to keep radial temperature gradients low enough

to avoid a postulated, instantaneous “breaking strain.” Subsequent analyses of cracking in crystal growth

systems have generally adopted this idea that cracking arises when a critical strain or stress level set by the

temperature field is exceeded; see, e.g., [10–13]. Stress and strain arising from thermal effects is significant

in virtually all melt growth systems due to temperature gradients that occur during growth and over the

cool-down period.

Instantaneous thermal stresses may promote cracking, as posited by the prior studies referred to above

[9–13], and the important role of such thermal stresses on cracking has been documented in many prior

experimental studies [14–23]. However, a solid can also experience residual stresses remaining in the material

after the original cause has been removed [24] that can delay cracking to during unloading or processing. In

high-temperature crystal growth systems, residual stress can result from plastic deformation, arising from

dislocation movement and multiplication, that is driven by thermal effects and frozen-in after growth. The

role of thermal stresses on dislocation generation and multiplication has been extensively studied in melt

crystal growth, originally with the aim to understand dislocation levels in semiconductor single crystals

[25–28]. Gao, Kakimoto, and co-workers have extended these ideas to represent dislocation motion and

generation in preferred slip planes over three spatial dimensions to analyze the generation of residual stress

in silicon and sapphire crystals [13, 29–32].

Another source of residual stress, of particular interest here, is that arising from strains introduced by

compositional variations in a single crystal, a phenomenon referred to as chemical stress. Strain introduced

by dopants has been discussed in many previous reports on the cracking of brittle, single crystals. For

example, Cockayne et al. [15], Brice [9], and Eakins et al. [16] comment on strain arising from compositional

effects due to growth striations and facets, over which different segregation occurs compared to non-facetted

interfaces that are growing steadily. Chemical stress arising from spatial compositional inhomogeneities was

identified as the dominant factor in the cracking of bulk single crystals by Bachmann et al. [33] and Dutta and

Ostrogorsky [34] for quaternary and ternary III-V alloys. Kimura et al. [35] found that Czochralski-grown

Gd3(Ga1−xAlx)5O12 single crystals were less likely to crack under certain compositional ranges due to the

effects of composition on strain. Finally, Sangeeta et al. [36, 37] identified non-stocihiometric compositional

effects as strongly influencing cracking during the Czochralski growth molybdate crystals of lead, cadmium,

and zinc.

While intuitively satisfying, the notion of a “breaking strain” is a rather coarse representation of the

physical mechanisms that explain how crack propagation occurs. Griffith’s classical analysis of brittle frac-

ture [38] asserts that the propagation of an existing crack occurs when the elastic energy associated with the

release of strain stored in a stressed material is greater than the additional energy that arises with extending
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the crack surfaces. This idea requires two conditions for cracking, a sufficiently high state of stress and strain

coupled with a small, existing crack. This micro-crack may exist due to surface damage or be associated

with an imperfection within the bulk of a material, such as an embedded foreign particle or a second phase.

The initiation of a crack from surface flaws and bulk imperfections has been reported in previous experi-

mental studies of cracking during crystal growth. Ballman et al. [14] discussed the growth of barium-sodium

niobate crystals by the Czochralski method and posited that lattice distortion associated with a ferroelectric

transition augmented thermal strains to propagate cracks nucleated on the surface of the crystal and from

interior flaws. Cockayne et al. [15] reported on factors that influence cracking in Czochralski-grown yttrium

orthoaluminate crystals. They identified extrinsic factors, such as cooling rate and crystal size, that set the

strain levels in the crystal and also discuss intrinsic factors, such as surface flaws and voids and second phases

in the bulk, that could serve to initiate a crack. Eakins et al. [16] considered cracking during the Czochralski

growth of neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet, focussing on the role of voids and neodymium-rich

particles on the initiation of cracks, which then propagated under thermal stress.

Returning to the material of interest here, Bourret et al. [2, 3] found that BaBr2 and BaCl2 form a solid so-

lution in the whole range of composition and that BaBrCl crystallizes in an orthorhombic, three-dimensional

PbCl2 structure-type with a Pnma space group [39, 40]. They were subsequently able to successfully grow

BaBrCl single crystals doped at 5% europium using both a vertical Bridgman-Stockbarger technique and a

pressurized Czochralski method. Cracking was noted as a problem, particulalry for increased levels of Eu

doping, but improvements were observed using a growth configuration that reduced thermal gradients and

by slower cooling after growth [7]. For all mixed halide scintillators grown by Bourret et al. [2], residual

moisture and impurities were also noted to increase the likelihood of cracking.

In addition to the real-time imaging of crystal growth described in [4–6], Tremsin et al. [4, 5, 41] applied

neutron transmission to perform tomographic interrogation of the grown crystals. Their results indicated

a strong correlation between Eu distribution and cracking and that cracks originated from clusters where

Eu concentration gradients were large. Later, Onken et al. [42] used neutron diffraction to measure the

lattice structure of undoped and 5% Eu-doped BaBrCl crystals at elevated temperatures. They reported

anisotropic thermal expansion that produces thermal strain and found significant chemical strain caused

by the presence of europium dopant atoms substituting at the barium site. The chemical strain, defined

as difference in lattice parameters between doped and undoped material relative to the undoped material,

peaked at a temperature of 673 K, which correlated to experimental observations of crack formation in that

temperature range. They posited that the additive effect of chemical strain to thermal strain led to crack

formation in BaBrCl:Eu.

These findings motivate the analysis presented here, in which we carry out calculations for the segregation
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and associated chemical stress distributions in BaBrCl:Eu crystals grown by a vertical Bridgman method.

We are particularly interested in identifying the relations among growth conditions and segregation behavior,

the resulting chemical stress distributions, and their effect on cracking. While the effects of thermal stresses

on cracking are widely appreciated, we believe that the following analysis is one of the very first to analyze

the role of chemical residual stresses on cracking.

2. Analysis Methods

We employ two analysis tools in this study. The first is a model for crystal growth and europium

segregation in a vertical Bridgman-Stockbarger system that is representative of that experimentally employed

by Bourret et al. [2, 3, 7], and the second is a solid mechanics model that computes residual stresses arising

from nonuniform dopant distribution. Both models apply idealizations to ease computational burden and

are not meant to be quantitatively predictive, rather they are applied to clarify the phenomenological linking

of segregation to chemically-induced stress patterns.

The idealized crystal growth system is shown schematically in Figure 1(a) and consists of a cylindrical

ampoule with an inner radius of 6.5 mm and a wall thickness is 0.65 mm, aligned with the direction of

gravity and made of fused quartz. The ampoule contains regions of crystal and melt, within which a dopant

is distributed. A linear temperature profile with a vertically stabilizing axial gradient of 19.3 K/cm is

imposed along the outer ampoule wall and swept upwards at velocity Vg, which we subsequently refer to as

the growth rate, driving directional solidification from the bottom to top.

The crystal growth model is two dimensional and axisymmetric, whereby a cylindrical coordinate system

consisting of radial, axial, and azimuthal components, (r, z, θ), is employed and all quantities assumed

independent of θ. The governing equations are defined over three subdomains, melt, crystal, and ampoule, to

describe the time-dependent, continuum transport of heat and species, as well as melt flow and solidification.

The detailed model will not be discussed here but is the same as applied in our previous works that model

Bridgman growth systems [43–47].

Coupled, nonlinear partial differential equations in the model are solved by the Galerkin finite element

method, using a mesh that comprises 7,623 biquadratic elements that represents a total of 109,546 equations;

see Figure 1(b). An implicit, trapezoid method is employed to integrate the system in time, and the Newton-

Raphson method is used to linearize these nonlinear equations and solve them iteratively at each time step.

The linear equations of each Newton iteration are solved directly using Gaussian elimination. The solid-

liquid interface lies along the melting-point isotherm, whose position and shape are not known a priori, and a

deforming mesh is used to represent this moving boundary. The mesh deforms according to an elliptic mesh
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Figure 1: (a) Transient growth in a vertical Bridgman system is modeled using an upward movement of a linear temperature
profile at a constant velocity, Vg . The steady state used as the initial condition for all transient simulations is shown on the
left, with streamlines plotted in the left half and arrows denoting the direction of flow; streamfunction maximum and minimum
are Ψmax = 1.46 × 10−4 (counterclockwise as shown above) and Ψmin = −2.46 × 10−4 (clockwise as shown above). Isotherms
are plotted in the right half at a constant increment of ∆T = 0.92K around the melting point to show the temperature field.
(b) The domains and finite element mesh are shown for the crystal growth model. Concentration data within the indicated
rectangle is provided to the stress model. (c) Mesh employed for the finite-element stress model.

generation method, with node locations parameterized by a pair of elliptic partial differential equations. The

finite-element code Cats2D [48] is employed for these calculations.

The dopant compositional field that has resulted due to growth and segregation is provided as input

to the separate, solid mechanics model to compute residual chemical stress, as indicated schematically

in Figures 1(b) and (c). Even with an axisymmetric europium distribution in the crystal, the underlying

crystallographic structure and anisotropic mechanical properties produce a three-dimensional stress field; see,

e.g., [13, 49]. To avoid the effort and complexity of three-dimensional calculations, we apply the approach

of Lambropoulos [50] to approximate elastic stresses using a simpler, two-dimensional representation.

Lambropoulos [50] compared elastic stress solutions computed by several two-dimensional approaches

to the fully three-dimensional states computed with elastic anisotropy. He considered cylindrical crystals

growing in the 〈1 0 0〉 and 〈1 1 1〉 directions, under temperature distributions representative of those arising

during melt crystal growth. For these systems, he found that assuming purely isotropic behavior led to an

under-prediction of stress levels by approximately a factor of two.

However, Lambropoulos applied two, key simplifications to obtain a much more accurate two-dimensional

model, which he described as the “approximate isotropic” approach. First, from computations for the
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fully three-dimensional, anisotropic cases, Lambropoulos identified that two shear components of the stress

tensor in cylindrical coordinates, corresponding to σrθ and σzθ, were significantly smaller than all other

stress components. Noting that these results were consistent with prior analyses by Antonov et al. [51], he

suggested that that these terms could be neglected. Next, he ignored the θ-dependence of the underlying

anisotropic elastic constants, based on knowledge of prior approximate solutions for orthotropic elasticity

problems by Schimke et al. [52]. Using these ideas, he was able to compute two-dimensional stress fields

accurate to within 6% of the three-dimensional, anisotropic results. More recently, this approach has been

used by Gao et al. [32, 53] to predict thermal stresses during silicon crystal growth without resorting to fully

three-dimensional computations.

Following Gao et al. [32] for a system exhibiting linear elastic behavior, no plastic deformation, and

linear, isotropic chemical strain, the approximate isotropic approach of Lambropoulos is written as:



σrr

σθθ

σzz

σrz


=



E11 + λ11 E12 + λ12 E13 + λ13 0

E12 + λ12 E22 + λ22 E23 + λ22 0

E13 + λ13 E23 + λ23 E33 + λ33 0

0 0 0 E44 + λ44





εrr − αC(r, z)

εθθ − αC(r, z)

εzz − αC(r, z)

εrz


, (1)

where σij are components of the stress tensor, εij are components of the strain tensor, α is the chemical

expansion coefficient, and C(r, z) is the europium dopant concentration distribution that arises from segre-

gation during growth. We note that Onken et al. [42] reported anisotropic Eu doping strain along different

BaBrCl lattice directions; however, we have employed an averaged, isotropic chemical expansion coefficient,

α, to simply our analysis. The coefficients Eij correspond to the fundamental elastic constants of an or-

thorhombic crystal whose c-axis is aligned with the z-axis of a Cartesian coordinate system [11], with indices

{1, 2, 3} corresponding to {x, y, z}. The constants λij , defined by Gao et al. [32, 53] from earlier deriva-

tions [49, 50], are included to account for anisotropies that arise due to specific crystallographic orientation

and transformation to cylindrical coordinates. While Lambropoulos developed this method for computing

stresses in a crystal of cubic symmetry, we assume that this approach is also reasonable for describing the

vertical Bridgman growth of the orthorhombic BaBrCl crystal. While a cubic crystal has three indepen-

dent elastic constants, an orthorhombic crystal has nine [11]. Seven of those independent, orthorhombic

elastic coefficients are represented in eq. (1), and the other two coefficients correspond to shear terms of

the three-dimensional stress tensor that are neglected in the approximate isotropic approach [50]. Thus,

there is little mathematical distinction between cubic and orthorhombic symmetries in the approximation of

Lambropoulos [50], and we apply this method to compute chemical stress here.
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We finish the problem formulation by prescribing that there is no crystal-ampoule interaction with respect

to the effects of chemical stress, yielding a traction-free condition applied along all the outer surfaces of the

cylindrical domain representing the crystal in the ampoule,

n · σ = 0, (2)

where n is the vector normal to the outer surfaces and 0 denotes the null vector.

The resulting mechanics model is written as a second-order, partial differential equation for the displace-

ment field, and a finite element method is applied for solution. We refer interested readers to the prior work

of Gao and co-workers for a more complete description of the formulation and numerical solution method

[29–32, 53]. The computation domain for chemical stress calculation comprises 4,096 triangular elements

and is shown in Figure 1(c).

3. Results

The physical properties employed in both computational models are listed in Table 1. Estimates of prop-

erties for the growth and segregation calculation are based on our prior work [6] and on recent experiments

performed at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL).

The chemical stress simulations based on eq. (1) employ elastic coefficients for BaBrCl estimated from

fundamental computations of BaCl2 and BaBr2 [54], with λij computed for a cylindrical crystal grown in

the 〈0 0 1〉 direction [49, 50]. The chemical expansion coefficient was calculated from the measurements of

BaBrCl:Eu lattice constants via neutron diffraction by Onken et al. [42]. Europium is a substitutional dopant

for barium in the BaBrCl lattice [3], and there is a local contraction when Eu, with an ionic radius of 1.30 Å,

replaces Ba, with an ionic radius of 1.47 Å[55, 56]. Therefore, the chemical expansion coefficient of Eu in

BaBrCl is negative.

Our approach is to first apply the transient crystal growth model to simulate an experiment performed

at a constant growth rate, Vg. After enough simulated growth time has passed for the crystalline phase to

fill greater than 85% of the volume of the ampoule, the model computations are terminated. Then, the Eu

composition field, C(r, z), predicted by the growth model is applied to the cylindrical domain of the solid

mechanics model to compute the residual chemical stress in the grown crystal. Note that here we consider

only chemical stresses arising from dopant distribution; we do not explicitly consider any thermally induced

stresses that would be added to or subtracted from this chemical stress field at different times during growth

and cool-down. In other work, this two-model coupling approach has been used to consider thermal stresses

in other crystal growth systems using temperature field modeling for input to the solid mechanics model
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Figure 2: Snapshots of the system at two stages of growth for different growth rates, Vg . Instantaneous streamlines show flows
in the melt on the left; circulation is indicated by arrows. Iso-concentration lines, with a constant spacing of 0.05 mole% Eu,
are plotted on the right to show the dopant concentration field. (a) The case of Vg = 1 mm/hr, after 19.4 hours and 38.9 hours.
(b) The case of Vg = 2 mm/hr, after 9.15 hours and 18.9 hours. (c) The case of Vg = 3.2 mm/hr, after 6.1 hours and 12.2
hours.

[29–32, 53].

3.1. Crystal growth and Eu segregation

Figure 1(a) shows the initial condition that represents a stationary ampoule in which a small crystal

has already been grown. The solid-liquid interface is convex, because the solid thermal conductivity is

approximately two times that of the melt and there is no generation of latent heat while the ampoule is at

rest. Near the convex solid-liquid interface, the fluid at the ampoule wall is warmer than at the centerline,

and buoyancy drives fluid upward along the ampoule wall and downward along the centerline, leading to

a clockwise flow in the melt, as seen in the left meridional flow plane shown in the figures. There is also

a counterclockwise vortex nested in the upper portion of the melt that is driven by thermal end effects.

The initial Eu concentrations, not shown in Figure 1(a), are uniform at 2.5% in the solid and 5% in the

melt, consistent with the doping level in our previous BaBrCl:Eu crystal growth experiments [5, 6] and the

europium equilibrium distribution coefficient of k = 0.5.

For all of the following simulations, growth is simulated from time zero as the furnace temperature

profile is immediately translated upward at a constant rate. We consider the vertical Bridgman growth

of BaBrCl:Eu at five different growth rates, Vg, in the next several cases. Two instantaneous states are

shown for each transient simulation—the first with the interface midway up the ampoule and the second
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Table 1: Physical properties used in the simulations.

Property (units) Material Symbol Value
Thermal Conductivity (W m−1 K−1) BaBrCl melt km 0.28 [57]

BaBrCl crystal ks 0.55†
Quartz ampoule ka 6

Heat Capacity (J kg−1 K−1) BaBrCl melt Ep,m 423 [58]
BaBrCl crystal Ep,s 385†
Quartz ampoule Ep,a 730

Density (kg m−3) BaBrCl crystal ρm 4660
BaBrCl melt ρs 4660
Quartz Ampoule ρa 2650

Dynamic Viscosity (Pa s) BaBrCl Melt µ 4.5× 10−3 [59]

Eu Diffusion Coefficient (m2 s−1) BaBrCl melt Dm 1.0× 10−8‡
BaBrCl crystal Ds 1.0× 10−12∗

Volumetric Thermal Expansion Coefficient (K−1) BaBrCl Melt βT 2.23× 10−4 [60]

Eu Distribution Coefficient BaBrCl k 0.5†
Latent Heat of Fusion (J kg−1 K−1) BaBrCl ∆Hf 94,000†
Melting Point (K) BaBrCl Tm 1153 [7]

Elastic Constants (GPa)∗∗ BaBrCl Crystal E11 37.8
E12 18.8
E13 20.2
E22 38.1
E23 22.4
E33 53.2
E44 3.7

Chemical Expansion Coefficient ([mole %]−1) Eu in BaBrCl crystal αc -0.045 [42]

† Measured from recent experiments.

‡ Adapted from the diffusion coefficient of Eu in molten LiF-CaF2 [61].

∗ Estimated.

∗∗ These values are estimated from density-functional theory (DFT) calculations of the elastic constants
for BaCl2 and BaBr2 [54].
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Figure 3: Snapshots of the system at two stages of growth for different growth rates, Vg . Instantaneous streamlines show flows
in the melt on the left; circulation is indicated by arrows. Iso-concentration lines, with a constant spacing of 0.05 mole% Eu,
are plotted on the right to show the dopant concentration field. (a) The case of Vg = 3.5 mm/hr, after 5.5 hours and 11.5
hours. (b) The case of Vg = 4 mm/hr, after 4.9 hours and 9.7 hours.

near the end of the growth run. For each state of growth, the form of the flow field in the melt is indicated

via instantaneous streamlines plotted with constant spacing on the left meridional plane, and the europium

distribution is shown via constantly-spaced iso-concentration contours on the right. All plots employ the

same contour spacing and color scale. For reference, Bourret et al. [2, 4, 5, 7] typically employed growth

rates of between 0.5 and 1.5 mm/hr in their experiments.

Figure 2(a) shows the case for an applied growth rate of Vg = 1 mm/hr. The shape of the solid-liquid

interface remains convex with respect to the crystal over the entire growth run. The radial temperature

gradients also remain nearly constant over time, and the buoyant flow near the interface keeps its clockwise

circulation at a nearly constant strength, with a maximum velocity of vmax ≈ 0.035 mm/s. In this and

all following cases, melt flows are dominated by viscosity; here, a Reynolds number is computed as Re =

ρmvmaxR/µ ≈ 0.21. The flow has very little effect on heat transfer but is strong enough to interact with the

diffusion layer of europium created by rejected solute along the interface during growth. The lower flow cell

sweeps Eu atoms in the enriched, diffusion layer toward the ampoule wall, resulting in radial concentration

profiles in the grown solid with higher Eu concentration along the outer regions and lower in the interior.

For the case of Vg = 2 mm/hr, the greater amount of latent heat released by faster growth produces a

solid-liquid interface that is less convex than that for the Vg = 1 mm/hr case. Accompanying this flatter

interface is a smaller radial temperature gradient, and the flow near the interface, though still clockwise, is
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much weaker. However, at this faster growth rate, the diffusion layer consisting of enriched Eu is substantially

thinner and more susceptible to convection by the outward radial flow along the interface. The end result

is a crystal of even higher Eu concentration on the outer surface and a larger radial concentration gradient

over most of its length, compared to the Vg = 1 mm/hr case.

An applied growth rate of Vg = 3.2 mm/hr is shown in Figure 2(c). At this growth rate, the latent heat

release is enough to nearly flatten the shape of the solidification interface, although it is still very slightly

convex with respect to the solid. Correspondingly, the temperature profile near the interface is very nearly

free from radial variation, and the melt flow is very weak. Nevertheless, the clockwise flow adjacent to the

interface interacts with the segegration-induced Eu diffusion layer to give rise to a moderate radial gradient

for the solute in the solid. This radial gradient is in the same direction, with higher concentration near the

wall, though smaller in magnitude than the two prior cases.

Figure 3(a) shows the case for a growth rate of Vg = 3.5 mm/hr. Here, the incrementally increased

release of latent heat causes the interface to be slightly concave with respect to the solid. With the concave

interface comes a reversal in the radial temperature profile over the previous cases, which is now warmer at

the centerline than at the ampoule wall. This causes a reversal in the direction of flow along the interface,

which is now flowing inward toward the centerline. This change in flow direction reverses the radial Eu

profile, which results in lower solute concentrations in the outer regions of the crystal over most of its length.

The highest growth rate of Vg = 4 mm/hr, shown in Figure 3(b), increases the concavity of the solid-

liquid interface via latent heat release, which significantly strengthens the inward flow along the interface.

This strong counterclockwise flow sweeps Eu atoms in the enriched diffusion layer towards the centerline

and results in significant radial concentration gradients, with higher Eu levels in the center and lower in the

outer annular regions of the grown crystal.

3.2. Chemical stress and the propensity for cracking

As described previously, the Eu concentration fields computed for crystals grown under different growth

rates are supplied to compute strains and stresses caused by chemical effects. We emphasize that the

stresses shown here arise only from the distribution of the europium dopant throughout the crystal caused

by segregation during growth. We do not consider thermally-induced stresses,; however, additional remarks

on the importance and role of thermal stresses are presented in the conclusions section.
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Figure 4: The von Mises stress, σvms, arising from chemical strain is shown across the entire meridional plane of the crystal
for growth rates of (a) Vg = 1 mm/hr, (b) Vg = 2 mm/hr, (c) Vg = 3.2 mm/hr, (d) Vg = 3.5 mm/hr, and (e) Vg = 4 mm/hr.

3.2.1. Shear stresses

The von Mises stress, σvms, arising from chemical strain is plotted for each case in Figure 4. This quantity

is the second invariant of the deviatoric part of the stress tensor,

σvms =

(
1

2
[(σrr − σzz)2 + (σzz − σθθ)2 + (σθθ − σrr)2] + 3σ2

rz

)1/2

, (3)

and represents a physical measure of the shear strain energy. As a scalar quantity, the von Mises stress is a

convenient indicator of the general magnitude of shear stresses within the crystal.

Apart from the bottom regions, where there are significant changes in axial europium concentration

caused by the initial growth transient, there are larger variations in the von Mises stresses in the radial

direction than in the axial direction for all cases. Thus, radial segregation of europium is more important

than axial segregation in producing residual chemical shear stresses.

The Von Mises stress is always a positive quantity, and, while it increases with spatial variation of the

europium dopant, it does not depend on the direction of the compositional gradients in the crystals. Thus,

one observes that the von Misses stresses are generally larger with greater degrees of segregation and smaller

for those cases with a more homogeneous distribution of europium. Reduced stress states are evident for

the cases that minimize radial compositional variations, specifically those cases corresponding to Vg = 3.2

mm/hr and Vg = 3.5 mm/hr, shown in Figure 4(c) and (d), respectively. These growth states featured

relatively flat interfaces and minimal radial segregation.

Very high shear stresses could potentially drive the cracking of a brittle material via sliding and tearing,
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Figure 5: (a) Mode I crack opening occurs under forces produced by tensile normal stresses, corresponding to positive σzz and
σθθ. (B) Compressive normal stresses, with negative σzz and σθθ, produce forces that suppress crack opening and propagation.

also known as mode II and mode III crack opening, respectively [62, 63]. However, we do not believe that

chemical stresses from segregation are high enough to enable these mechanisms. Rather, chemical shear

stresses could augment thermal stresses at high temperature to drive plastic deformation during crystal

growth, thus resulting in higher residual stresses than would be present from thermal effects alone. While

this could be important for some ductile materials, we have not considered such residual stresses caused by

high-temperature yield in the brittle crystals considered in this study.

3.2.2. Normal stresses

Normal stresses are much more relevant in the cracking of brittle crystals, such as BaBrCl, via the mode I

crack opening mechanism [62, 63], whereby normal forces act to open or close a micro-crack. This mechanism

for brittle fracture was originally considered in the seminal work of Griffith [38] and is depicted schematically

in Figure 5, where the resultant forces, Fz and Fθ, of normal stresses, σzz and σθθ, respectively, are acting

on surface imperfections. While the tensile stresses depicted in Figure 5(a) produce forces that open cracks,

the compressive stresses shown in Figure 5(d) result in forces that act to close them. Note that, in this

study, the σrr normal component of chemical stress is zero along the outer surface of the crystal due to the

traction-free boundary condition applied there.

We show the distribution of normal stresses, σzz and σθθ, for the different crystal growth cases in Figures 6

and 7, respectively. As was the case for von Mises stresses, radial changes in normal stresses are more

prominent than axial variations. The most significant feature of these stress fields is the change of sign in

normal stress from interior to surface. For the cases at lower growth rates, with Vg ≤ 3.2 mm/hr, the normal

stresses are compressive in the interior and tensile along most of the cylindrical outer surface of the crystal.

When the growth rate exceeds this value, as in the cases shown for Vg = 3.5 mm/hr and Vg = 4 mm/hr in
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Figure 6: The component of axial normal stress, σzz , arising from chemical strain is shown across the entire meridional plane
of the crystal for growth rates of (a) Vg = 1 mm/hr, (b) Vg = 2mm/hr, (c) Vg = 3.2 mm/hr, (d) Vg = 3.5 mm/hr, and (e) Vg
= 4 mm/hr. Positive values are tensile and plotted in shades of red; negative values are compressive and plotted in shades of
blue.

Figure 7: The component of azimuthal normal stress, σθθ, arising from chemical strain is shown across the entire meridional
plane of the crystal for growth rates of (a) Vg = 1 mm/hr, (b) Vg = 2 mm/hr, (c) Vg = 3.2 mm/hr, (d) Vg = 3.5 mm/hr,
and (e) Vg = 4 mm/hr. Positive values are tensile and plotted in shades of red; negative values are compressive and plotted in
shades of blue.

(d) and (e) of Figures 6 and 7, the distribution reverses, with tensile interior stress fields and compressive

stresses along the outer surface.

Mechanistically, this reversal of the normal stress field components corresponds with a change in sign of

the radial concentration gradient of europium, dC/dr. A negative radial concentration gradient, dC/dr < 0,

such as occurs at lower growth rates and convex interface shapes, produces compressive stresses within the

interior of the crystal and tensile stresses along the exterior surface. Conversely, a positive radial concen-
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tration gradient, dC/dr > 0, reverses the stress states, with tensile stresses in the interior and compressive

stresses along the outer surface.

4. Discussion

Cracking during growth and after cool down is determined by the total stress within the crystal, which

is set by the sum of instantaneous thermal and residual chemical stresses.1 In the following discussion, we

comment on each of these mechanisms and their importance in the cracking of BaBrCl:Eu crystals.

Our analyses indicate that instantaneous thermal stress during growth is negligible compared to residual

chemical stress caused by europium doping in this system [64]. However, there is evidence that thermal

stress is important after growth. In particular, cracking of BaBrCl crystals during cool-down was reported to

be problematic by Yan et al. [7]. Supporting these observations, Onken et al. [42] found that the BaBrCl co-

efficients of thermal expansion for the three orthorhombic crystal lattice directions are significantly different,

which would likely exacerbate thermal stresses.

However, there is even stronger evidence that residual chemical stress plays a dominant role in the cracking

of BaBrCl:Eu. We have observed in growth experiments that undoped BaBrCl was far less prone to cracking

than Eu-doped crystals. Further, experimental observations have also indicated that interior cracks seemed

to originate within the crystal from clusters in small regions with steep Eu concentration gradients [4, 5, 42].

Consistent with the combined effects of thermal and chemical sources of strain, Onken et al. [42] reported

that cracking of BaBrCl:Eu was often observed to occur near a critical temperature of approximately 673 K

during post-growth cooling, where they measured a change in anisotropy of dopant-induced, chemical strain.

Returning to the analyses presented above, we found that shear stresses arising from chemical strain, as

measured by the von Misses stress field, were minimized when radial segregation was minimized. If cracking

via mode II sliding and mode III tearing mechanisms were important, the shear forces driving such behavior

would be mitigated by growth with nearly flat interfaces and little radial segregation. However, we have no

experimental evidence that BaBrCl:Eu crystals grown under conditions that produced low radial segregation

were less prone to cracking.

Rather, we believe that normal stresses arising from non-uniform europium distributions are more im-

portant for the cracking of the brittle BaBrCl host. First, normal stresses produced by chemical effects are

roughly two times larger than shear stresses when radial segregation is significant. Second, experimental

observation that cracking behavior changes with different growth conditions is more consistent with the

1Again, we are ignoring the case of residual stresses caused by plastic deformation from dislocation multiplication and
movement caused by thermal shear stresses, as briefly discussed in Section 3.2.1. Such residual stresses from thermal history
may be important in some crystal growth systems.
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nature of the mode I crack opening mechanism that was depicted schematically in Figure 5. In particular,

tensile stresses acting upon a micro-crack will open and propagate it, while compressive stresses will suppress

opening and propagation. These behaviors depend upon the sign of the local normal stress and are readily

changed by the dopant concentration profile. This argues that different growth conditions, particularly those

impacting radial segregation, should have a significant impact on the propensity for crystal cracking.

Clearly, experimental evidence confirms that europium doping increases the likelihood for cracking of

BaBrCl. However, our theoretical analyses present a compelling set of ideas that go beyond the simple

correlation between Eu doping levels and cracking. The results of our analysis suggest that the spatial

distribution of the dopant, not necessarily the doping level, is critical to determine the propensity for cracking.

At lower growth rates in this system, the interface is convex, and the flows near the interface lead

to dC/dr > 0, which produces tensile normal stresses around the periphery of the crystal. These tensile

stresses promote crack opening from surface flaws. Conditions are reversed when growth is fast enough to

generate sufficient latent heat to deflect the interface into a concave shape and reverse the radial temperature

gradient. The resulting inward radial flow of melt along the solid-liquid interface redistributes Eu in the

growing crystal so that dC/dr < 0. This radial dopant profile gives rise to the outer periphery regions being

under compression, which inhibits crack propagation from micro-cracks along the surface. This suggests that

faster growth in this system will reduce the likelihood for cracking.

Strikingly, this strategy runs contrary to the classical wisdom that slower growth improves outcomes and

that flat or slightly convex interface shapes are desirable. We also note that the overall radial europium ho-

mogeneity at these higher growth rates is comparable to that attained at lower growth rates, so scintillation

performance is not compromised by faster growth in this system. Of course, there are other considerations

that may limit growth at faster rates. In particular, there is always a trade-off between growth rate and

interface stability in doped systems due to the possibility of interfacial instability via constitutional super-

cooling [65–68]. In addition, avoiding constitutional supercooling at higher growth rates via the application

of larger axial thermal gradients will increase thermal stresses during growth.

Finally, the idea to tailor compressive surface stresses to inhibit cracking is not new. It has long been

known that glass sheets may be immersed in ion-exchange baths to alter chemistry in a manner that induces

compressive surface states, thus inhibiting cracking and adding strength [69–72]. These processing techniques

have proven quite beneficial to produce thin, tough glass plates for applications such as electronic touch

screens [73].
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5. Conclusions

In this study, we have presented computational modeling of continuum transport, phase transformation,

and chemical residual stress using coupled crystal growth and continuum mechanics models for the vertical

Bridgman growth of BaBrCl doped with Eu. Our results show that significant levels of chemical stress are

caused by the segregation of europium during growth. Axial segregation does not have a strong effect on stress

levels, rather the more important factor is the radial compositional profile across the crystal. Of further

significance is that the chemical strain distribution is determined by the sign of the radial concentration

gradient and that different radial dopant profiles can either lead to tensile surface stress fields that enhance

crack opening or compressive surface stresses that suppress it.

Paradoxically, faster growth rates promoted the reversal of radial flows near the interface, producing

chemical strain leading to favorable compressive surface stresses in this growth system. Other approaches

could be employed to the same end, such as engineering the desired radial thermal gradient and melt flows

via a different furnace temperature profile [74]. We note also that, for dopants with a distribution coefficient

less than unity or those introducing a positive chemical strain when incorporated into the lattice, the growth

strategies that produce compressive surface stresses would be different than those discussed here.

More broadly, our analysis suggests an alluring idea—that a favorable residual chemical stress field

could be tailored via dopant segregation to provide a counter-measure to cracking promoted by underlying

thermal stresses. This is particularly significant, because strategies to reduce thermal stress are likely to

decrease process output. For example, temperature gradients can be reduced to decrease instantaneous

thermal stress during growth, but these new thermal conditions may require a slower growth rate to avoid

instability of the solid-liquid interface via constitutional supercooling. After growth, thermal stresses are

reduced by extending the period of cool-down, but at the expense of longer process times. In contrast, a

protective chemical residual stress field could decrease high states of stress and reduce cracking without such

productivity losses. Computational models, such as those employed here, will be invaluable toward designing

segregation-induced, chemical stresses in future crystal growth processes to reduce the likelihood of cracking

and improve process yields.
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